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(57) A medical ullrasonic diagnostic imaging system

is provided which is capable of being accessed over da-

ta communication networks such as the Internet, mak-

ing the ultrasonic images diagnostic reports, and ultra-

sound system diagnostics information and operation ac-

cessible to a conventional personal computer using

commercially available software at virtually any remote

location In one embodiment, the ultrasound system can

be remotely operated from the personal computer The

inventive apparatus and techniques make it possible for

physicians to remotely access, control, and perform di-

agnoses using their ultrasound systems over a network

such as the World Wide Web with no special hardware

requirements
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Description

This invention relates to improvements m ultrasonic diagnostic imaging systems which enable an ultrasound sys-
tem ;o oe accessed or controlled from a remote location

EP A-97301270 1 describes an ultrasound system which is quickly and easily upgraded from a remote location
rnrouqh :wo way communication with the ultrasound system performance enhancements are remotely transmitted
and msta'iea without the need for a serviceman's call The physician's diagnostic practice is enhanced by these quick
and effective improvements to his or her uitrasound system The present invention, among other things, provides a
row technique 'or ct-i i-yirq and testing such software upgrades for ultrasonic diaqnostic systems worldwide

An adjunctive business to ultrasonic diagnostic imaging which made an appearance in the 1990's is ultrasonic
image management Ultrasonic image management systems comprise specialized workstations, ultrasound system
interfaces ultrasound image storage devices and networks which are intended to facilitate ultrasonic diagnosis by the
handling and storage of ultrasound images off-line Such systems are intended to allow the physician to accumulate
images m a storage medium for later recall from the workstation for review and diagnosis. While uttrasomc image
management systems can offer a valuable capability for installations with multiple intensively used ultrasound systems,
they also require a considerable investment The modules and workstations of an image management system usually
have prices ranging in the thousands of dollars Special installation is generally required and image management
systems often employ proprietary hardware and software, which can act to limit their versatility. It is desirable to provide
the advantages of an ultrasonic image management system without these numerous drawbacks.

In accordance with the principles of the present invention a medical diagnostic ultrasonic imaging system is pro-
vided which can be remotely accessed, interrogated or controlled from virtually any place on the globe to provide
information about its operating characteristics patient images and reports, or even for remotely controlled system
operation These capabilities may surprisingly be provided by commercially available software leatures and inexpen-
sive personal computer hardware, making the capabilities easy to afford and use. Embodiments of the present invention

describe techniques for modifying an ultrasonic diagnostic imaging system with inexpensive and readily available hard-
ware and software, enabling the diagnostic information gathered through use of the ultrasound system to be accessed
from remote locations Constructed embodiments of the present invention are described which provide means for

remotely accessing configuration information from the ultrasound system, running tests and diagnostics on the ultra-

sound system from remote locations and even the ability to remotely control the operation of the ultrasound system
Embodiments ol the present invention can also provide many of the functions and features of commercially available

ultrasound image management systems, but for only a tiny fraction of the cost of a typical image management system.
A significant contribution of the ingenuity of the present invention resides in the adaptation of existing hardware

and software to enable ultrasound systems to be accessed through an open architecture communication network,

whereby image management capabilities may be provided through a conventional off-the-shelf personal computer with

no special hardware, software, or expensive modifications

tn the drawings

FIGURE 1 illustrates tn block diagram form an ultrasonic diagnostic imaging system which is constructed in ac-

cordance with the principles of the present invention to operate over an internetwork, together with a personal

computer which can exchange diagnostic and ultrasound system control information with the ultrasound machine;

FIGURE 2 illustrates in greater detail the internetworking components of the ultrasound machine of FIGURE 1

;

FIGURE 3 illustrates in greater detail the internetworking components of the personal computer of FIGURE 1;

FIGURE 4 illustrates a Web home page of an ultrasound system constructed in accordance with the principles of

iho present invention as it appears when accessed over an internet Irom a remotely located personal computer

or terminal:

FIGURE 5 illustrates a patient directory Web page for a specific patient which is accessed through the Web home
page of FIGURE 4,

FIGURE 6 illustrates an ultrasound image Web page which is accessed through the patient directory Web page
of FIGURE 5

FIGURE 7 illustrates a patient report Web page which is accessed through the patient directory Web page of

FIGURE 5 and displays an uitrasound image with no degradation in ultrasound image quality.

FIGURE 5 illustrates the mam menu of a system dtagnosdes Web page which is accessed through the Web home
page of FIGURE 4

FIGURE 9 illustrates a configuration log Web page which is accessed through the system diagnostics page of

FIGURES
FIGURE 10 illustrates a system control Web page which is accessed through the Web home page ol FIGURE 4,

FIGURE 1 1 illustrates n Web nomc page of a network of ultrasound systems constructed in accordance with the

principles ol the present invention
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FIGURE 1 2 illustrates a pat.ent directory Web page of one system of the network of ultrasound systems which is

accessed ihfouqh the network homo page of FIGURE 11

FIGURE 1 3 illustrates another patient directory Web pageof a central server which is accessed through the network
-.oirn page ol FIGURE n
FIGURE i a illustrates a patient directory Web page of one of the systems on a network which is accessed through
;-o ro:.vork Ddtient d'rccicry Web page of FIGURE 13.

FIGURE ' 5 iiusiraics in biock diagram lorm a local network of ultrasound systems.
FIGURE i0

• Lsu'ritos m olock diagram form a local network of ultrasound systems connected by a gateway to the
intcro! ':rcJ

FIGURE 1 7 illustrates in block diagiam form a local network of ultrasound systems connected by a network modem
to a personal computer remote from the network

Turning first to FIGURE 1
.
an ultrasonic diagnostic imaging system 10 which is constructed in accordance with

the principles of the present invention is shown m the upper half of the drawing in block diagram form. The ultrasound
system 1 0 is constructed to be accessed by a personal computer 1 00 which is remotely located The ultrasound system
10 includes a number of conventional components, including a scanhead 12 which transmits ultrasonic waves into the

body of a patient receives echoes returning Irom the interaction of the transmitted waves with internal organs and
tissue of the body, and converts the received echoes into electrical echo signals The electrical echo signals are ap-
propriately delayed and combined by a beamformer 12 to form coherent beams of echo information. The beams of

echo information are processed by an image processor 16 to form ultrasonic images, which are stored in an image
store partition 24a of a storage medium 24 The images may also be further processed by a video processor {not

shown) to be placed in a raster format suitable for display on a system display 26.

The operation of the ultrasound system 10 is under the control of a control panel 20. The control panel 20 also

enables a user to prepare diagnostic reports of the ultrasound exams performed, using a report generator software

package 22 which is stored m the ultrasound system. The diagnostic reports may be displayed or printed out on a
printer (not shown), and may also be stored in a report store partition 24b of the storage medium 24.

In accordance with the principles of the present invention the ultrasound system of FIGURE 1 further includes a

HyperText Transport Protocol (HTTP) server 30. The HTTP server isconnected toaccess ultrasonic images and reports

from the storage medium 24. and makes the system's images and reports accessible to a personal computer, terminal,

or workstation at a remote location In FIGURE 1 the server 30 is connected by a modem 32 to a wire (42) or wireless

(44) communication network 40. The server 30 makes the diagnostic information of the ultrasound system 10 available

to users connected to access the ultrasound system through the communication network 40.

The terminal of one such user is shown in the lower half of FIGURE 1 This user has a commercially available

personal computer (PC) 100. including a PC processor 102, a monitor 108, and a keyboard 110. Installed on the

personal computer 1 00 is a commercially available Web browser 104 and network software 106, which enable the user

to access the World Wide Web of the Internet through a modem 132 The user is thus able to use the commercialfy

available PC hardware and software tocommunicate over the Internet with the uftrasound system through the server 30.

The well known internet is the result of developments known as internetwork technology, which enables computers
and computer networks at one location to communicate with computers and computer networks at other locations.

Basic development of internetworking technology began in the 1960's under the leadership of the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) of the U S. government, which was responding to the needs of scientists and the

military to be aolc to exchange information over a computer network. Two basic approaches to communications net-

works .verc possible, circuit-switched networks and packet-switched networks. A circuit-switched network operates by

loimmg a dedicated circuit between two points An example ol a circuit-switched network tsthe U.S. telephone network

Once a telephone caller has been connected to another telephone by switching technology, the capacity of that circuit

•s established and is not diminished by any other use of the network Thus the advantage of circuit switching is a

guarantee of capacity once the circuit is completed. The disadvantage is cost, for circuit costs are fixed, regardless ol

ir.c 'ovel of network utilization

Packet-switching employs a different approach. A message from one network user to another is broken up into

ciscro;^ units of information called packets The packets are directed across the network from the sender's location to

that cf the receiver by hiqn speed routers which search the network lor a pathway from sender to receiver. At the

;oceiver's location ine individual packets are received and reassemoied to reform the original message The advantage

of pncket -switching :s that the network can handle many messages at one time by interleaving packets from different

senders The disadvantage of packet-switching is that as utilization of the network increases, higher volume traffic will

slow the time required to send all of the packets ol a message across the network

The packet-switching approach became the choice (or mternetwofked computers due to advantages of cost and

performance Since many computers can share a network and can communicate rapidly in short packet bursts, the

costs ol dedicated circuits are avoided Moieover. demands lor greater caoacity are met by ever-increasing computer
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performance Advances .n computer technology provide tne ability to handle higher volumes of data at ever increasing
ra'es c( data transfer

CARPA's task was to connect numerous government and civilian computer networks tn one unifying interconnec-
ted of networks or kernel An internet is a group of interconnected networks that operate in a coordinated manner
Sc~-c cf :ho most rmoortant deveiopments which make internets possible came from research projects initiated by
0yvRFA --vs research had a very significant result it established networking standards for packet-switching networks
:o corrmj-icaio with each other, independent of the characteristics ol their underlying hardware. These standards
allow un voi V:i communication among computer networks while allowing individual users to employ (or continue using)
narcwaro of :rcir cwn eroccmg The common standards allow participants to individually employ and administer their
own network hardware while seamlessly interacting with data from a universe of other users This achievement led to
:hc crcadon of the most famous internet connection, now commonly known as the internet and its World Wide Web of

interconnections The present invention applies the Internet advantage of universal connectibihty. and the benefits of

the World Wide Web. to ultrasound to enhance the practice of diagnostic ultrasound by the physician and system
serviceability by an ultrasound technician

The Internet, as mentioned above is a network of networks which facilitates the transfer of data among numerous
users who are connected to the network The World Wide Web (the "Web") is the name of a high level user interface
which has been created on the Internet to make transfers ol data easier and more logical. The Web provides users
with a distributed menu system Menu pages or screens are displayed to users through which the user can easily

request information from another computer._or host The major power of the Web is the ability to nonltnearly link or
jump from one set of information to another through display elements called hypertext links. When a screen displays
something in the characteristic of a hypertext link, generally blue text or a colored outline of a graphic, the user has
the ability to click on the hypertext element and immediately be transferred to the data or information identified by the
hypertext, whether the data is at the same host as the displayed information or at some other host location somewhere
else m the world The user has the ability to thereafter click back to the original screen display, or follow a sequence
of links to sought-after information which can then be transmitted, or downloaded, from that host. On the Internet, Web
addresses with the prefix *http://' denote Web screens with hypertext finking capability which conform to the published
'RFC standards of the Internet Engineering Task Force. Through hypertext linking a user is quickly able to follow

pointers and references to the exact information being sought. The information returned through these links can be
encoded to be reproduced in numerous formats, including text documents, images, graphics, video displays, and even
audio This power of the Web's hypertext linking is brought directly to ultrasound systems and diagnostic ultrasound

information by the present invention.

Turning now to FIGURE 2. a more detailed block diagram of an ultrasound system constructed in accordance with

the principles of the present invention is shown The interface by which the system physically connects to the network
is called a port. In Fl GURE 2 the ultrasound system is connected to an internetwork through a serial port 31 . A.common
hardware device that translates between the digital domain ol the ultrasound system and the analog domain of a
telephone system is called a modem (modulator/demodulator) The modem 32 converts serial digital data from the

serial port 31 into analog signals suitable for transmission over telephone lines The modem also translates incoming
analog telephone signals into digital data for passage through the serial port 31 and use by the ultrasound system. A
suitabie modem is available from Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc . which has established standards used by a

number of modem manufacturers

Communication with the modem 32 is established by software known as PPP (point-to-point protocol) software as
shown m block 43 of the drawing. PPP is a standard that enables multiple network protocols to be used over a modem
ime or other serial connection Other standards can be used such as SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol), a standard

that permits a communications protocol known as TCP/IP (discussed below) to be used over a modem line or other

scnal connection, or CSLIP (Compressed Serial Line Internet Protocol), a specialized form of SLIP After the PPP
software has been installed in the ultrasound system, it must be initialized or configured for the ultrasound system and
modem with which it is operating. Configuration information controls the PPP software to be compatible with charac-

'enstics such as the serial port being used, the type of modem used the phone line, host telephone number and dialing

method, and login procedures and passwords in general the configuration information provides settings relating to

•niiiHhng a network connection when a connection is initialed nnd what happens after a connection has been estab-
; iGhcd ~PP software is incorporated tn some operating syo:cm software packages such as Windows 95 from Microsoft

Corporation of Redmond Washington for IBM-compatible PCs PPP software for Apple personal computers is available

from InterCcn Systems Corporation of Hemdon. Virginia irnong others

One of the accomplishments ot the DARPA rescarcn project in internetworking was the establishment ol a set ol

widely used network protocols called the TCP/IP Internet Protocol Suite TCP'IP is named after its two most commonly
used protocols, the Internet Protocol (IP) and the Transmission Control Protocol(TCP) The IP protocol controls the

routing ol data and the TCP protocol controls the transfer ct d.»t;i TCP, IP orovidcs a common means ol interconnection

through packet transfer devices known as gateways A aniowHy s * soecwii/ed internetworking computer that connects
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two or —ere noiwG.'ks -ind -cutes packets of data between them
When ihe ultrasound system has data it wishes to transfer over the Internet the data is passed to TCP/IP as shown

in cock Jo ot tnc crawmq TCP cncaosuiatcs data into segments called TCP packets with header information that is

usee :o ir-ick cneck and order the cata segments in the proper sequence Since a block of data is transmitted over
the ric-nct m d'scrcie prickets individual ones of which may be routed differently by gateways, there is no assurance
that 'ho Cr*c-.e:s will ar.-vo it their destination m the proper order or without errors The TCP packets provide a means
of assu'ir^ denvery integrity, and 'sorting order At the recervmg end the packets are checked for errors m
acccrovir.co A-'.r* -~e "CP oacket header information, error-free segments are acknowledged, and the packets are put
.n order :o fc i-iccrs.o x.e original block of data. The sender keeps track of segment acknowledgments, and if a
segment is net timely nckncwledged ihe sender retransmits the packet If a segment is lost on initial transmission or

received out of order TCP holds the recerved segments until all segments are accounted for at the received end. at
which time they may be ordered m their proper and complete sequence for reassembly of the original block of data

At the transmitting end. TCP packets are passed to IP, which puis the segments into the form of IP packets or

datagrams The datagram contains an IP header which provides addressing information used by gateways to route

the datagram to us proper destination The IP header contains Ihe source and destination Internet addresses to enable
gateways to properly route the data, and the receiver to acknowledge receipt of the datagram IP makes a best-effort

attempt to deliver all datagrams, but does not assure thetr delivery Assurance of delivery is provided by TCP through
acknowledgment and retransmission as described above

L:ke the PPP software, the TCP/IP needs to be configured for the particular ultrasound system and its environment.
Typical configuration information for TCP/IP includes information on the type of local network if the ultrasound system
is locally networked with other ultrasound machines (e g.. Ethernet or token ring network), information as to the ad-
dresses of other systems on the local network, the gateway address if the system is performing a router function, the

user name of the ultrasound machine and access password, the address of the servers on the ultrasound system, the
Internet address (IP address) for the ultrasound system, and the default domain for the local network. Like PPR TCP/
I P software also comes with some system software packages such as Windows 95. and is available for Apple computers
from InterCon

A key to successful operation of any internet, and the Internet in particular, is the need for a unique address for

every system, or "host.* which is directly connected to the internet. Every user which connects directly to the Internet

must obtain an IP address from a central authority known as the Network Information Center (NIC), which utilizes

computerized mediation to assign IP addresses to those requesting them. An IP address is 32 bits in length, and is

expressed in four decimal notations of groups of eight bits, separated by periods, such as 699.59.9.114 (an invalid IP

address used as an example herein). IP addresses are classed by the size of Ihe network connected to the Internet,

with Class A addresses reserved for very large networks. Class B addresses for medium-sized networks (255 to 65.000
users) such as a university network, and Class C addresses for small networks (less than 256 users) such as a radiology

clinic or hospital

Significantly. IP addresses do not specify an individual computer or machine, rather, they specify a connection to the

Internet. If an ultrasound machine has two network connections to the Internet, each must have a unique IP address.

A corollary of this aspect is that a local network can employ subnetwork addressing in which each local machine has

a subnetwork address with the network being connected to the Internet at a single host connection with an IP address

which provides access for all local systems to the Internet. Subnetwork addressing is permissible when the subad-

dresses of the network are not visible to users of the Internet itself

Another type of permitted Internet addressing which the NIC administers is domain name addressing. Since many
users would order bomg addressed by meaningful words of a language rather than numbers, the NIC can assign a

user a domain and a subaomam name, with the user free to add further subdomam names lor which it has mapping

responsibility for its network The domain is the major classification, with commercial users being assigned the domain

name COM educational institutions the domain name EDU. government institutions the domain name GOV and so

forth A hypothetical domain name for the ultrasound department of a Veterans Administration hospital owned by the

U S government might be ULTRASOUNO.VAHOSPITAL GOV. for instance

in FIGURE 2 TCP/IP is connected to a local network medium in this case an Ethernet connection 50 The Ethernet

connection 50 connects the ultrasound system to other systems on a local network In an Ethernet network the systems

on the network must be within a maximum allowable distance of each other and arc all connected to the same physical

network winnq Data can be transmitted on the Ethernet network at high speed (previously 10 Megabits per second:

current versions have speeds of up to 100 Megabits per second), with each system permitted to transmit only when'

no other system is currently transmitting over the system A technique called Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Col-

lision Avoicancfj i'CSMA'CA) prevents two systems from using Ihe network wiring simultaneously The ultrasound sys-

tem may oe connected m other types of local networks such as a token ring network, in which all systems are connected

m ci continuous chain wmch passes information through every system on the network TCP/IP is configured m the

illustrated emboduneni lor communication over the local Ethernet, or over the worldwide Internet
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Interacting with the TCP/IP and PPP network software is the HTTP server 30 The HTTP server is a software
program with writeh a Wet) browser communicates to access information from the ultrasound system The HTTP server
rosoonds lo external requests by displaying Web pages cl information and hypertext connections to additional Web
pages dod information such as ultrasound images and reports The HTTP server also responds to external requests

s to perform a specific action associated with a button or control on the ultrasound system, as described more fully below
A constructed embodiment of the present invention uses a popular Web server known as Apache, which was

compi.cd and 'nsiailoa on the ultrasound system The Apache server is public domain software which may be down-
ionced from tne Internet at the address http //www apache org/, and conforms to NCSA standards. Care must be taken
when iowricvicirq software particularly for commercial use so that the copyright laws and the rights of software

'0 owners nnd developers are properly observed
The server, like the previously described software, must be specially configured for the ultrasound system The

Apache server has over 250 directives for configuring the server for its intended application One important configuration
file of Apache deals with security This configuration file controls the access of outsiders to elements of and information
on the ultrasound system Access may be limited to specified drrves. directories and files of the ultrasound system,

'5 and limited to reading only Access may also be restricted to certain users and certain numbers of simultaneous users,
and passwords required The server records the location of the logfile, the file of users who have accessed the system
The configuration files identify the port number used by the server and the administrator of the server. The configuration
files store the location ol fifes used by the server, including the server root directory and the addresses of Web pages
and CGI programs (described below) which are used by the server. Other characteristics for which the server may be

?o configured include such features as multilingual capability.

In response to external requests the HTTP server 30 transmits HyperText Markup Language (HTML) pages 34 to
an inquiring Web browser. HTML pages describe what the Web browser will display on the screen at the remote terminal,
including buttons, text, images, animated real time loops of images, 'sounds, and so forth. HTML pages may be directly

encoded in software by following the instruction published m a number of reference texts such as HTML and CGI
Unleashed, by John December and Mark Ginsburg, published by Sams.net Publishing,. Indianapolis, Indiana. Simple
HTML pages may be written using commercially available desk-top publishing and word processing software, then
encoded in HTML form using software known as the Internet Assistant, which may be downloaded through Microsoft's

homepage at www microsoft.com. Alternatively, public domain software known as 'Webmaker' may be downloaded
from the internet and used to make Web pages Web pages contain HTML tags of data which describe how the page
is to be interpreted by a Web browser at the remote terminal Links to ultrasound image files are provided by IMG tags
in the Web page code An HREF hypertext reference provides a means for linking to other Web pages on the same
ultrasound machine, or to Web pages on any other host machine on the network or Web. Once the HTML pages are
created they are copied to the ultrasound machine and their storage addresses provided to the HTTP server. Whenever
a remote terminal asks to view a particular Web page of the ultrasound machine, the HTTP server 30 is responsible

35 for finding the page and sending its contents back to the requester.

The ultrasound system of FIGURE 2 includes a number of small executable programs called Common Gateway
Interlace (CGI) programs as shown at 36 The CGI programs provide an interface between the HTML pages and the
hardware and software of the ultrasound system The CGI programs communicate with the ultrasound system, asking
the system to perlorm actions or provide requested information such as images, reports, or current status. In a con-
structed embodiment the CGI programs respond to external requests for information by dynamically creating custom
HTML pages m which the requested information is embedded The following examples illustrate the operation of CGI
programs that provide patient directories of ultrasound images and reports (patdir), display of a selected ultrasound

image (dispimage). general purpose programs that execute tasks m response to input arguments (doaction), perlorm
system diagnostics (dodiag), and provide patient directories lor a number of ultrasound machines on a network (server-

's dir)

The CGI programs in the constructed embodiment are stored on the ultrasound system's hard disk in a directory

called "cgi-bin ' In performing their operations the CGi programs access ultrasound images and reports which are

stored at 24. accesses and executes diagnostic routines stored at 29. and interacts with the controls of the ultrasound

system through the ultrasound system controller 12 As an example of a CGI program. Table 1 illustrates the coding

ol a CGI program which fetches an ultrasound image and embeds the image in an HTML page In the constructed

embodiment the CGI programs are compiled tn the C lanquaqc lor speed of execution and security from remote tam-

pering CGI programs can also be used to format ultrasound images into a data format that is compatible with Web
pages In the constructed embodiment such reformatting is not necessary, however, since the ultrasound system is

designed to store ultrasound images in the GIF (Graphic interchange Format) format, an image format which can be

read by most Web orowsers

The specially modified ultrasound system ol FIGURE 2 can be accessed by a standard Internet compatible personal

computer terminal as shown in FIGURE 3 The personal computer central processing unit (CPU) executes the PC's

software m response to actions on the keyboard 1 10 and mouse 'not shown) and displays ultrasound data and images

30
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on the screen of the monitor 106 The CPU executes the Web browser software 104 to access the Internet through
TCP'IP and PPP protocols 146 and 149 configured for the personal computer Connection to a network is through the
PC's senai oort 1 31 and a modern 1 32 The PC may be networked to other devtccs through an Ethernet connection
:50 The TCP/IP rind PP D may bo obtained from the sources listed above The Web browser software 104 may be
obid'ned from Netscaoe Communications Corporation of Mountain View. California or the Internet Explorer browser
may oo coiamed from Microsoft Corporation- and is generally included with Windows 95 operating software It is seen
thai no special hardware or software beyond thai which is readily commercially available is needed to access the
•jltrasCLf.a sv5*on of :he present invention

Some oxarrp os ci :r.o use of an ultrasound system constructed in accordance with the principles ol the present
•nvenhon are shown with reference to FIGURES 4 through 14 These figures, except for reference numerals and the
exemplary IP address are actual prints of Web browser screens taken while the browser of a remote terminal was m
communication with a constructed embodiment of the present invention

FIGU RE 4 snows the home Web page of an ultrasound system constructed in accordance with the present invention
andMdcntificd as HDI 1000 *1 As the figure shows, this Web homepage was acquired by a Netscape Web browser
The usual browser control buttons are seen above the Web URL indicator 202. The URL indicator 202 shows the
address used to contact ultrasound system HDI 1000 81 . which is http//699 59 9 114/hdil html The html suffix on the

address denotes the display as a hypertext Web page
In the center of the homepage of FIGURE 4 are three hypertext buttons providing links to other ultrasound infor-

mation or controls When the user at the remote terminal clicks the first button 204 with a computer mouse or keyboard
key. View Save/Recall Data, a CGI program "patdir" is executed which creates a patient information Web page in which
ultrasound images of the patient are embedded and a hypertext link provided to patient reports on thai patient. This
patient directory Web page is shown in FIGURE 5. This Web page contains two small ultrasound images 21 2 and 214
which were obtained from the ultrasound system's image store 24a. The remote terminal user may click on either of

these small images to see a full size rendering of the image with its original image quality, or play the real time image
sequence represented by the small image. The remote terminal makes an election of these options by clicking on the

'Image" or "Cmeloop" options above the small images When the remote terminal user clicks on "Image" and then on
the small image 2 12. the HTTP server 30 of the ultrasound system returns a Web page with a large rendition of the

selected image as shown in FIGURE 6. The address bar in FIGURE 6 shows that the ultrasound system has transmitted

an image identified as "DAT_SR_1", which is stored in the "GIF" image format. For speed of transmission the small

images of the patient directory of FIGURE 5 can be compressed and readable in accordance with the JPEG standard,

whereas the full size image of FIGURE 6 is transmitted without loss of image quality using the GIF image format

By clicking on the browser's "Back" button at the upper left of FIGURE 6 the remote terminal user returns to the

Web page of FIGURE 5 The remote terminal user can now click on the Patient Report button 216 In response to

activation of this hypertext link button, the HTTP server 30 causes the execution of a CGI program called -prtreport,"

which retrieves diagnostic reports for the identified patient which are stored in storage 24b and embeds them in a Web
page for transmission by the server. The server returns the Web page shown in FIGURE 7, which contains patient

report information The Internet functionality which is brought to ultrasound by the present invention provides a further

feature which is the capability for the remote terminal user to fashion a new patient report or edit an old one. On the

same terminal the remote terminal user opens a word processing application. Using the "Edit" feature at the top of the

browser in FIGURES 6 and 7. the remote terminal user copies the ultrasound image and the patient report, and in turn

pastes them into a word processing document The remote terminal user can, for instance, paste the ultrasound image
first, then the patient report below the image The user can then edit the text file of the patient report, modifying the

received report or creating a new one. Using graphics leatures of the word processing program the remote terminal

user can circle, draw on. or point to specific leatures of the ultrasound image for easy reference from the report The
new report can be filed away on the remote terminal or to a remote location, or even e-mailcd over the Internet directly

from tne remote user's terminal to a referring physician Additionally, the patient report with us images can be printed

out directly from a computer printer connected to the remote user's terminal

Using the Back button again (or an appropriate hyperlink), the remote terminal user can return to the homepage
of FIGURE 4 When the remote terminal user clicks on the second hypertext button 205 Perform System Diagnostics,

the HTTP server 30 transmits the linked systemdiagnostics menu Web page shown in FIGURE 3 Each of the hypertext

'irked buttons on the system ciagnostics menu will cause the execution of a CGI program "dodiag" with a different

argument which causes the ultrasound system to perform a system diagnostic or display system status information

such as test and error logs These remote control functions are desirable when performing remote diagnosis of the

Gpcr.'ioility of the ultrasound system For instance, clicking on button 222. Perform Configuration Test, causes the

dodiag CGI program to execuie [he ultrasound system's stored ultrasound diagnostic routines 2B and return a Web
page containing a log of the results of those tests as shown in FIGURE 9

f he ability to perform diagnostic tests on the ultrasound system remotely is especially useful following the remote

.nstH !lniion of ultrasound soltw^re upgrades Alter the now software is installed this capability is used to execute a
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system diagnostic routine which exercises the new software and validates its performance As in FIGURE 9 the results
of these validation tests are returned to the remotely located installer, verifying the successful installation of the new
software

Another capability ol the system diagnostics menu of FIGURE 3 which is especially useful lor ultrasound software
upgrades s button 224. Show System Version Numbers Clicking on this button causes the ultrasound diagnostics
programs to return the level or version numbers ot tho software installed in the ultrasound system Knowing the current
version or ievei of inG ultrasound system software is a necessary prerequisite to the installation ol any ultrasound
system Lpqrado

The =ertc:m Sysiem Diagnostics functions can cc performed by an on-site serviceman using a laptop computer
When :he serviceman is with the ultrasound system there is no need for modem interconnection the network link can
be made directly In this case a cable is connected from the serial port 1 31 of the laptop computer (FIGURE 3) to the
serial port 31 of the ultrasound system (FIGURE 2) Alternately, of course, the Ethernet connections 50 and 150 could
be interconnected In either case, access and interrogation of the ultrasound system by the repairman proceeds as
described above, but at the much faster data rate of a direct network connection. Thus, a visiting serviceman can use
his laptop computer to perform system diagnostics, check error logs, verify configurations and software levels, and
other system maintenance and repair activities

Clicking Back to the ultrasound system's homepage of FIGURE 4. it is seen that a third hypertext button 208 is

available. Sysiem Operation Control. Clicking on this button 203 causes the HTTP server 30 to execute a CGI program
called 'syscontrol' The syscontrol CGI program creates a Web page in which is embedded the ultrasound image most
recently produced by the ultrasound system as shown in the center of FIGURE 10. To the right of and below the
ultrasound image are displayed user controls of the ultrasound system. The displayed controls of the ultrasound system
are all hypertext graphics. Clicking on these buttons causes the syscontrol CGI program to command the ultrasound
system controller 13 to change the operation of the ultrasound system in accordance with the function ol the selected
control In the constructed embodiment the buttons to the right of the ultrasound image depict the system's hardkey
mode control switches, and the buttons below the image depict softkey controls used to change system parameters
operable in the selected mode. The lowest depicted hardkey. Update, is not an ultrasound system control, but a control
for this remote control feature ol the present invention Clicking on Update will cause the HTTP server andCGI programs
of the ultrasound system to update the remotely displayed image with the ultrasound image produced most recently

by the ultrasound system.

These capabilities mean that a physician can perform an ultrasound exam from distances of thousands of miles
from the patient, needing only a pair ol hands at the patient's location to hold and manipulate the ultrasound probe.
The skills of eminent radiologists arid echocardiologists can now be brought to bear on a diagnostic situation anywhere
m the world Any EMT or medical corpsman can hold and manipulate the probe as directed by the remotely located
physician while the physician controls the operation of the machine to produce the best, most diagnostic ultrasound
image Since the Internet connection can send and receive audio as well as video information, the instructions of the
physician to the holder of the ultrasound probe can be sent over the same Internet connection as the ultrasound infor-

mation The physician can switch back and forth between the 2D and Color modes or any other desired mode, alter-

nately studying tissue structure and blood flow conditions In another embodiment the physician could switch between
individual 2D images of a sequence of spatially different images and the 3D mode, where the sequence of spatially

discrete images can be rendered in a three dimensional presentation. Difficult diagnostic cases can be directed to the

most Hoofopnate specialist for that case type on a moment's notice Telemedicine embraces telexamination, as the

roach of ;ne diagnosing physician is now unbounded by geography.

In the constructed embodiment, the ultrasound system itself is based upon a personal computer architecture and
carries cut the functions ol the ultrasound machine with a multi-tasking operating system, as described in U.S. Pat

[acol SN ATI -140], filed September 12, 1996 This operating architecture makes it possible for the ultrasound system
to be used for diagnostic exams in the normal manner while a remote terminal user simultaneously interrogates the

ultiasound system for images, reports, and information The multi-tasking operating system enables the central proc-

essor of the ultrasound system to carry out normal ultrasonic imaging tasks and network communications tasks in a
time interleaved manner. To the operator at the system and the interrogator at the remote terminal, their separate

Junctions appear to each of them to be executed in real time without conflict with the activities of the other This means,
for instance that a physician can monitor the progress ol an ultrasonographs operating the ultrasound system, rc-

: noving 'mages for diagnosis and patient reports trom the ultrasound system for one patient while the ullrasonographer

ts m :hc oiocess of conducting a diagnostic examination of another patient

The foregoing Web browser screens were acquired from the network server of an individual ultrasound system

As indicated above it is also possible to connect a nurnnor ol ultrasound systems in a local network which utilizes a

smgic server connected to the Internet. The local network server includes the communication elements 30, 31 . 34. 36,

46 and 43 cl the ultrasound system of FIGURE 2 The Wco homepage of such a local network ol ultrasound systems

is shown in FIGURE 11 As the Netscape aadross bar shows the femote terminal user's Web browser is accessing

8
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:ho IP address 599 59 ^ 114 of the HDl Server for :ho local network The HDl Server 234 is the only machine with d
connection to and address on me -ntomet the ultrasound systems alt have subnetwork addresses on the local network,

sucn as hdii hdt2 ndi3 etc which arc administered by the HDl Server 234 The local network server is depicted in

the lower graphic 234' of :re homooago and above the server are graphics for eight ultrasound systems connected
:o the iocai network Two ci the ^itrnscund systems. HOI 1000 #1 and HDl 1000 #7. are seen to be highlighted with a
so! ic -crcer This highi qn;*nq appears as a bright color on the Web browser screen and indicates that these two systems
.-.re currently ac:ivo cn ;ho local network Clicking on either of them will take the remote terminal user to the'homepage
'or :rto selected system Cickmg the graphic for HDl 1000 £7 system will execute an HREF link on the local network
server to the H"? ;o" cr ct tnc hDt 100C *7 system which will return the system homepage as shown in FIGURE
\2 Frcm :ms homepage for ihe ?7 system the remote terminal user can access patient reports and images delete
exams !rom system storage, perform system diagnostics, or connect directly to System Operation Control to control

ihe operation of tho HDl 1000 ni system

An advantage of the local network is that all systems on the network can utilize the local server to store ultrasound

images and patient reports making them accessible to remotely located diagnosing physicians even when the ultra-

sound systems are not in operation When all of the network's ultrasound systems use the HDl Server 234 tor storage

of their diagnostic results, all of this information will be accessible over the Internet even when the ultrasound systems
are disconnected for use elsewhere or turned off at the end of a day A remote user terminal can connect to the HTTP
server 30 of the HDl Server 234 and. at the homepage ol FIGURE 1 1 , click on the HDl Server graphic 234 to take the

remote user to the patient directory Web page shown in FIGURE 13. This patient directory page lists the names of all

patients with reports or images stored on the local network HDl Server 234, and the identity of the ultrasound system
on which the patient was examined. The remote terminal user can click on a patient's name to access the reports and
ultrasound images from that patient's exams, or delete the patient's records from the HDl Server 234 after they have
been reviewed by the physician or archived. At the bottom of the screen the user is able to link to the ultrasound

systems which are presently active on the local network. If the remote terminal user Selects the name of a patient on
the Web page of FIGURE 13. the images and reports of the selected patient are retrieved and displayed by the local

network server as shown by the patient directory screen of FIGURE 14. As in the case of the Web page of FIGURE
5, hypertext links are made to ultrasound images and reports from the patient directory page.

A number of local ultrasound network configurations are shown in FIGURES 15-17. In FIGURE 1 5, four ultrasound

systems, a personal computer 244. and a local network server 242 are connected in a local network by a hub 240
The hub 240 is a simple device for interconnecting several serial data lines and is commercially available for a cost of

about S250 from Farallon Corporation The local network server 242 hardware can be no more than a personal computer
with the network communications elements listed above and with extended storage for retention of a large volume of

ultrasound images and reports stored by the network's ultrasound systems. A user at the personal computer 244 can

access the local network server and individual active ultrasound systems of this local network, or 'intranetwork'. in the

same manner as described above for the externally accessible "internetwork.*

The network arrangement ol FIGURE 16 is similar to that of FIGURE 15, except that the local network is now
internet accessible through a gateway 250 Since tt is expected that most physicians will not want to administer and
maintain their own gateways and routers, the gateway will most commonly be effected through modem or high data

rate connection to an Internet service provider For a low monthly service charge the Internet service provider can deal

with the internetworking intricacies in which the physician has great reliance but little operational interest.

Finally, FIGURE 17 illustrates a network configuration by which a physician can directly access his ultrasound

system network, with or without the Internet The hub 240 is connected to a net/modem 252 which can be accessed

over wireless or telephone networks 40 from a remote personal computer 100. Using high level communication pro-

tocols such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or Network File Sharing (NFS) which use the lower level TCP/IP as a

foundation, the physician can dial into his network directly and access diagnostic information, without the need for

internet access. For users who require only specific limited access to their ultrasound system networks, the arrange-

ment of FIGURE 17 provides an easy and secure means for a physician to remotely access his ultrasound system

r.ct.vork and its information

The Internet and World Wide Web ultrasound capabilities of the present invention, when embodied in the form of

software, can be easily installed as an upgrade to an existing ultrasound system without these capabilities either by

circctly installing the soltwarc m the ultrasound system rind connecting a modem or network hardware Installation of

the scfiware upgrade can oven oe done remotely as described in EP-A-97301 270 1

or simple instructions given to the ultrasound system owner by the system manufacturer to enable the owner to

install the capability himscil
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TABLE 1

5fi t f.riAne : patdir.c v
*

< c » Copyright 1996 Advanced Technology Labs
Ail Rights Reserved

fl-incl :-Je <^xic/: ,

J'pes . h>
• ir.ci'jde <d03/d0 3.h>
BincLude <stdio.h>
.Mintint argc,chac **acgvi

{

ULONC h_count, i

;

h__cour.t - 0;
if (0pen_Reaource5 < ) )

t

/• Header /
/. •/

printf ( "Content- type: text/htial%c%c ,\ 10,10);
prlntf r<HTML>\a") ;

printf ("<BODY>\n") ;

/* For each of the *.gif files that were saved, display •/
/* a thumbnail image on the browser. •/

for(i-0;i<Count;i++

)

{

if{h_count =- 0)

t

printf r<TR><TD ALIGN-\"CENTER\ " VA1IGN«»\ "BOTTOHN. " WIDTH»97>\n" )

;

)

else
{

printf ( **<TD ALIGN- \ "CENTER\ " "B0TTOM\" WIDTH-98>\n" )

;

printf ("<H6><CENTER><A HR£5*-\ "dispimage? recall /DAT SR %d. gif\ ">\n M
, (i>l ) )

;

printf ( **< IMG SRC-\ -*/recall/DAT_SR %d.gif\" ALT" \ "Image %d\ "></A>\n", (i + 1 ) , ( i + 1 ) >

printf ("<BR>%d</CENTERX/H6x/TD>\n",
) ;

h_count++;
if (h_count « 6)

(

printf ("</TR>\n")

;

h_count - 0;

}

m m t

/* Header Tail */
/• /

printf <*</BODY>\n-)

;

printf ("</HTML>\n")

;

t

Close Resources ();

Claims

1
A medical diagnostic uitrascund system whtch obtains and stores diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic re-

sorts, comprising

--in HTTP server and

f^e.-iriG 'cr connecting said HTTP server to a network,

wncreby said images or repons are remotely accessible through said HTTP server.

2. I nc meaicai diagnostic ultrasound system ol Claim 1 wherein said means tor connecting said server to a network
ccinonsos TCP'IP soltwafo

10
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3. The medical diagnostic ullrasound system ol Claim 2 wherein said means lor connecting said server to a network
further comprises PPP software

4. Tints medical diagnostic ultrasound system cf Claim i
. further comprising a stored HTML page and accessible by

Sriid server for transmission to a remote terminal

5. Rio medical diagnostic ultrasound system ot Claim 1 further comprising a stored CGI program and accessible by
Siiid server

6. A medical diagnostic ullrasound system which obtains and stores diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic re-

ports, said system comprising

means for storing diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic reports produced by said ultrasound system,
means for compatibly connecting said ultrasonic diagnostic system to the Internet; and
means for making said stored diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic reports accessible to users through

satd means for compatibly connecting.

whereby stored ultrasound images or reports are remotely accessible over the Internet.

7. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 6, wherein said means for compatibly connecting comprises
TCP/IP software

8. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 7, wherein said means for compatibly connecting further com-
prises PPP software

9. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 6. further comprising a stored HTML page and accessible by
said server for transmission to a remote terminal.

1 0. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 9, further comprising a stored CGI program and accessible by

said server

11. A medical diagnostic ultrasound system which obtains and stores diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic re-

ports, said system comprising

a connection to a network; and

means lor transmitting Web data over said network which provides access to ultrasound images or reports

stored by said ultrasonic diagnostic system.

whereby ultrasound images or reports stored on said system are remotely accessible over said network.

12. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 11. wherein said means for transmitting Web data over said

network comprises an HTTP server.

13. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 12. wherein said means for transmitting Web data over said

network further comprises a stored HTML page

14. A medical diagnostic ultrasound system which obtains and stores diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic re-

ports, said system comprising.

means for storing diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic reports produced by said ultrasound system

a connection to a network; and

a CGI program lor translating diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic reports stored by said ultrasound

system to said network connection

15. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 14 wherein said CGI program comprises means for accessing

ultrasound image or diagnostic report files for access over said network connection

1 6. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system ol Claim 1 4 wherein said CGI program comprises means for accessing

11
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diagnostic information ol said ultrasound system over said network connection

1 7. i he medical diaqnestic ultrasound system of Claim \ 5 wherein said CGI program comprises means lor executing
ultrasound system oagnostic software of said ultrasound system over said network connection

18. A r-od'C.-.i diagnostic ultrasound system wmch obtains and stores diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic re-

sorts smi: system comprising

'-.o.iro 'or s;or ng diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic reports produced by said ultrasound system.
h connection ;o a network.

means for transmitting a screen display over said network connection from said ultrasound system m which
.-ire emcedded hypertext links to said diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic reports.

whereby ultrasound images or reports stored on said system are remotely accessible over said network.

19. A medical diagnostic ultrasound system, comprising'

means for producing a screen display including an image of a control ol said ultrasound system,

means for connecting said ultrasound "system to a remote terminal; and
means for transmitting said screen display to said remote terminal.

whereby said screen display can be used by a user at said remote terminal to control said ultrasound system.

20. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system ol Claim 19. wherein said screen display comprises means for controlling

the mode of said ultrasound system from said remote terminal.

21. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system ol Claim 19. wherein said screen display comprises means for controlling

an image display parameter of said ultrasound system from said remote terminal.

22. A medical diagnostic ultrasound system which obtains and stores diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic re-

ports comprising.

server software installed on said ultrasound system; and

means for connecting said server software to a network,

wnereby said images or reports are remotely accessible through said server software

23. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 22. further comprising a stored HTML page and accessible by

said server for transmission to a remote terminal.

24. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system ol Claim 23. further comprising a stored CGl program and accessible

by Send server

25. The rnociicnl diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 11 14, 1 3 or 22 wherein said connection to a network comprises
> i 3Cr^:l port

26. The 'nodical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 25. wherein said connection to a network further comprises

TCP/IP software

27. The 'nedical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 23. wherein said connection to a network further comprises

P-P software

28. A med-c.il diagnostic ultrasound system which obtains and stores diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic re-

sorts ;omprismq

r.eiwork software installed on said ultrasound system for communicating with a remote terminal,

server software installed on said ultrasound system and m communication with said network software;

h f ML pigo software stored on said sysiem and

12
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a CGI program accessible by said server software and accessing diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic

reports of said ultrasound system for transmission by said server software to said remote terminal.

29. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 28, wherein said network software comprises TCP/IP software.

30. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 29, wherein said network software further comprises PPP

software.

31. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 28
:
wherein said HTML page software is accessible by said

io server software for transmission of an ultrasound image or diagnostic report to a remote terminal.

32. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 4, 9, 1 3, 23 or 31 , wherein said HTML page further comprises

a hyperlink to an ultrasound image file stored by said ultrasound system.

is 33. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 4, 9, 1 3, 23 or 31 , wherein said HTML page further comprises

a hyperlink to an ultrasound diagnostic report file stored by said ultrasound system.

34. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 4, 9, 1 3, 23 or 31 , wherein said HTML page further comprises

a hyperlink to an ultrasound system diagnostic file stored by said ultrasound system.

20

35. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 4, 9, 1 3, 23 or 31 , wherein said HTML page further comprises

a hyperlink to a patient directory stored by said ultrasound system.

36. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 4, 9, 1 3, 23 or 31 , wherein said HTML page further comprises

2S a hyperlink to an ultrasound system control display screen stored by said ultrasound system.

37. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 6, 14, or 18, wherein said means for storing comprises digital

memory located on said ultrasound system.

30 38. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 6, 1 4, or 1 8, wherein said means for storing comprises digital

memory remotely located from said ultrasound system and connected to said ultrasound system by a network

connection.

39. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system of Claim 38, wherein said means for storing comprises a terminal in-

35 eluding a network server.

40. A medical diagnostic ultrasound system network comprising:

a plurality of ultrasound systems, each including network communications software and network server soft-

40 ware for accessing diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic reports produced by said ultrasound system;

and

means for connecting said ultrasound systems in a network,

wherein said diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic reports produced by said ultrasound systems are

45 accessible over said network.

41. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system network of Claim 40, further comprising a terminal, connected to said

network, for accessing diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic reports produced by said ultrasound systems.

50 42. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system network of Claim 40, further comprising a central storage device includ-

ing network communications software for storing diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic reports produced by

said ultrasound systems.

43. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system network of Claim 42, wherein said central storage device further includes

55 network server software for accessing diagnostic ultrasound images or diagnostic reports stored on said storage

device from a remote terminal.

44. The medical diagnostic ultrasound system network of Claim 41 , wherein said terminal is connected to said ultra-

13
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sound system network by means for connecting to a local network

The medical diagnostic ultrasound system network ol Claim 41 wherein said terminal is connected to said ultra-

sound system network from a remote location

rno meocai diagnostic ultrasound system network of Claim 45 wherein said remote terminal is connected to said
u.'f -sound system network by a modem

The ~iocsc.ii ^aqnosuc ultrasound system network of Ctaim 41 wherem said remote terminal includes a Web
orewser foi communicating wtth said ultrasound system network

14
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